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"A Christmas variation on the popular children's song 'The Wheels on the Bus,'
with a jolly bus full of reindeer, elves, cookies, lights, snowmen, bells, and of
course Santa"
"Sing along with the tune of this classic song, and beep the horn. Pull the tabs, lift
the flaps, and discover lots of pop-up surprises as you take an exciting ride on
the bus."--Cover back.
In this version of the classic song, the wheels go round, the wipers go swish, the
money goes clink, the people go up and down, and so on, all around the town.
Printed music at the end.
In this edition, a cheeky wombat bus driver drives his animal passengers around
Australia. Come snorkelling with the emu at the Great Barrier Reef. Get rescued
by a surf-lifesaving koala at Bondi Beach. And sing ever so quietly as the bus
crosses a river full of crocodiles in Darwin ... Brought to life by Mandy Foot s
delightful illustrations, young children will adore this sing-along adventure! For
free music and other fun downloads visit www.wheelsonthebus.com.au
????????
CoComelon, the hit kids show on YouTube and Netflix, is coming to books! This
school bus–shaped novelty board book has wheels that really turn and will get
readers giggling along with its fun take on the classic song. Ride on the bus and
sing along to the song lyrics with JJ and his pals as the driver opens and shuts
the school bus door, the wipers swish, the lights blink, the horn beeps, and more!
This shaped board book has wheels that will go round and round just like in the
song and is great to play with after the story is over. CoComelon is the #1 kids
show on YouTube (over 100 million subscribers) and #1 show on Netflix! © 2021
Moonbug™ Entertainment Limited. All Rights Reserved.
Journey to Guatemala on an exciting bus ride from a village to a market town
with this jaunty, fresh approach to a favorite song.
All aboard! All aboard! The wheels on the bus go round and round, Round and round, round
and round. The wheels on the bus go round and round at the zoo! Join ALL the animals for a
fun ADVENTURE! A clever retelling of the favourite children's rhyme, from the award-winning
team behind Bottoms Up! and Sing a Song of Bottoms!
A MAGICAL NOVELTY BOOK SURE TO DELIGHT CHILDREN AND ADULTS ALIKE!
This traditional nursery rhyme is brought to life in an explosion of color. Join the animals on the
bus where wheels turn, wipers swish, lights flash, and animals yawn.
An exciting sing-along board book features a fun-filled rhythmic text and charming full-color
illustrations for toddlers.
Press the button and join in for this sing-along sound book, The Wheels on the Bus from Little
Baby Bum.
Read Along or Enhanced eBook: Read the traditional nursery rhyme Wheels on the Bus first,
then enjoy a fun new rhyme. Can you make up a rhyme of your own?
While a grandmother and grandchildren wait for the bus, they sing the title song with such
gusto they miss their bus.
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Sing the song and lift the flaps! Sing along to a classic favorite with Peek and Play Rhymes:
The Wheels on the Bus! Hop on the bus as the wipers swish, the wheels go ‘round, and the
horn goes beep, and lift the flaps for even more interactivity. With bright, colorful illustrations
and things to spot, children will love this new twist to the classic song.
The Wheels on the Bus combines lively pictures with a classic rhyme that's easy for parents
and carers to recognise and recite. Young children will adore searching the page for flaps to
open while singing along as the big bright bus trundles along. The spotting game at the end is
a great incentive to go through the pages once again until each tiny thing is found! Nursery
Rhymes are important stepping stones to language development. The rhymes usually tell a
story, too, with a beginning, a middle and an end. This teaches children that events happen in
sequence, and they begin to follow along. Nursery rhymes are also full of repetition making
them easy to remember, and often become some of a child's first sentences.
Sing and slide through story time with "The Wheels on the Bus"! Sing along with the catchy
classic in this adorably illustrated, interactive board book with push-button sound. Little ones
will love sliding and pulling the tabs and spinning the wheel as they sing along and travel with
the animals on the bus. With a sound chip and hands-on elements, this fun book is sure to be
a story time staple!
Children's Fiction.
Presents a photographed verison of the traditional song, as teddy bears make their way
around Teddy Town. On board pages.
"Includes a free downloadable song!"--Cover.
The wheels on the bus go round and round on the way to the watering hole. But who's on the
bus? A lion roars, flamingos flap, and a hyena laughs a big ha-ho-hee as they travel on the bus
with their animal friends. Don't forget to watch out for the crocodile too, whose jaws go snap!
Together, a simple trip becomes a raucous adventure that young readers can sing and move
along with at any story hour, family reading time, or energy-filled morning. Jane Cabrera's
Story Time celebrates children's best-loved read along nursery rhymes and songs. These
interactive favorites are given a new twist by award-winning artist Jane Cabrera and feature
her bold, bright, kid-friendly illustrations. Other titles in the series include Ten in the Bed, Old
Mother Hubbard, and Old MacDonald Had a Farm.

The wheels on the bus go round and round Everyone knows the song. But now
the bus is going around beautiful New Zealand and its passengers you just might
know: kiwi, penguin, tuatara, fantail and many more. Come along for the ride For
pre-schoolers.
A new version of the classic children's song with scary verses about Halloween.
Perfect for folding out on the floor, young children will enjoy playing and learning
with Sticker Playbook The Wheels on the Bus, one of our top sticker books for
toddlers. The Wheels on the Bus rhyme is retold across both sides, alongside
lively and colorful illustrations to will encourage children to read. Kids can interact
with the text using the stickers, which include sandcastles, ice creams and
children playing. The sticker activities cover words, colours, shapes and
numbers, offering a wide range of learning for preschool children. Both long
concertina pages feature wonderfully detailed illustrations by Hannah Wood for
young children to explore. Rhyme extract from Sticker Playbook The Wheels on
the Bus: The wipers on the bus go 'Swish, swish, swish, Swish, swish, swish...
swish, swish, swish!' The wipers on the bus go 'Swish, swish, swish!' All day long!
Fun word, colour, shape and number activities for kids: * What time does it say
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on the clock? Place the correct time in the space. * What shape is the bus stop
sign? Find the right shape that matches the sign. * How many clouds can you
see? Count the number of clouds and find the correct sticker.
Sing along to Wheels on the Bus as you read this storybook!
Augmented Reality Singalong
Wonderful illustrations and tellings of classic nursery rhymes.
This is a delightful, "chunky" edition of the nursery classic, Wheels on the Bus,
loved by children around the globe.
Climb aboard the big red bus for a fun-filled ride to the playground! This classic
children's song is brought to life in a lively picture book from award-winning illustrator
Britta Teckentrup. The bright and bold illustrations are packed with friendly animals and
imaginative details for little ones to explore. A perfect book to share with small children,
complete with a little mouse character to follow all the way through the story, and cutout shapes to peep through on every page.
Sing along to The Wheels on the Bus with Peppa and her friends! This sturdy story
book has real wheels, so is perfect for playtime and storytime. Based on the hit
preschool animation Peppa Pig, shown daily on Five's Milkshake and Nick Jnr.
Everybody knows this old favorite. Now author/illustrator Maryann Kovalski breathes
new life into the verses with a clever picture book. Beginning and ending with the
downtown adventures of three appealing characters --- Grandma, Jenny and Joanna --the book also includes the musical notation for ?The Wheels on the Bus? and the lyrics
for nine verses. Kovalski's funny illustrations recapture a crowded and lively doubledecker bus ride from Grandma's childhood, making this a book that will have readers
laughing and singing at the same time.
Every child's favorite sing-along song comes alive in this action-packed musical
book...with wheels for turning, flaps for lifting, and tabs for pulling! Make the wheels turn
and the doors open, make the people go in and out and bumpety bump, make the
wipers swish, make the babies cry and the parents shush... and then go round and
round all over again. Just press the wheel on the cover to hear this much-loved song
and sing along!
The wheels on the bus go round, the wipers go swish, the doors open and close, and
the people go in and out in this rollicking version of the classic song.
Everyone's getting the bus but where are they going? Who can you see? Bouncy
illustrations, innovative die cutting and popular rhymes make Books with Holes a must
for every child. Available in three formats, suitable for babies, toddlers, pre-schoolers
and the nursery or classroom.
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